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Abstract

7 EAF & EAA

This text is part of the introduction to a
Masters-level course in ‘Planning and Managing the Use of Space for Aquaculture’
made by the AquasSpace project. It describes the Ecosystem Approach, its application to Aquaculture, and the theoretical
framework needed to understand the use of
spatial planning to deal with economic and
social demands, whilst ensuring activities
take place sustainably and without harm to
marine ecosystem health.
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Unit Study Guide

This text was written during the H2020 Aquaspace project (2015-2018, contract no. 633476)
for a Masters-level course in ‘Planning and
Managing the Use of Space for Aquaculture’.
The course consists of a number of units; this
unit is part of the Introduction to the course,
and follows Ferreira (2018) which explains why
aquaculture is necessary and summarises the
species and techniques used for it.
This unit aims to provide theory for understanding the Ecosystem Approach as applied
to Aquaculture (the EAA). It comprises a text
(the document you are now reading), a set of
slides, and some exercises. The text is long and
introduces a number of ideas, and you might
need to read it several times in order to understand the ideas and the ways in which they are
used. The slides can be used as the basis for
a class-room lecture. The exercises illustrate
implementation of EA principles.
The learning outcomes for this unit are to
be able to
• demonstrate a critical understanding of
the Ecosystem Approach and the principles of its application to Aquaculture;
• describe how Marine Spatial Planning can
contribute to the EAA and be able to
describe and critically discuss alternative
ways of implementing MSP;
• understand (in context) the technical
terms from the ecological and social sciences that are defined in appendix A,
especially ecosystem, ecosystem services,
actor, institution, and tool, with awareness (where relevant) of debates about
meanings.
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Introduction

Suppose that you are working for an aquacultural enterprise and that you have been asked
to find a site for a new farm. You know what
sort of conditions your animals (or seaweeds)
will need, and you know what kind of operation
will be economic. So you set about looking for
a place with suitable conditions where the farm
can operate at a profit. But now you encounter
difficulties: many suitable sites in coastal seas
are already taken by other operators or used
for other purposes. And that’s not all . . .
Suppose (instead) that you have worked all
your life in an industrial city, and at last realise your dream of retiring to a coastal community. Your new house has wonderful seaviews. And then one day you discover that a
developer wants to install a fish-farm, or a large
expanse of mussel ropes, right in the middle of
these views, and right where you moor your
little sailing boat. And so . . .
Suppose that you are a scallop,1 feeding happily on the sea-bed. Suddenly a shadow falls
across you and stuff (perhaps literally, sh*t)
starts raining down. And so . . .
Suppose that you are working for an agency
of government that licences developments in
the sea. Turning on the computer one morning you find angry emails from: a developer,
who can’t understand why she can’t get a licence; a citizen, who is upset by the threat to
his sea-view; and someone in a nature protection charity, writing on behalf of the scallop.
What do you do?
Well, you refer to a framework of law and
regulation. What makes this more than an arbitrary exercise of power? In this text I to answer this question, by examining, not specific
laws (except as examples), but an internationally agreed framework for thinking about and
managing interactions between people and na1

Unlikely, but see Callon (1986).
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ture.This framework is that provided by the
Ecosystem Approach (EA), which seeks to
promote conservation and sustainable use of
natural resources in a way that is fair to everyone involved. I will describe the EA and the
way its principles can be cascaded down to the
operational level in order to deal with the sort
of conflicts sketched above.
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Model

Figure 1 shows the conceptual model used to
structure this lecture. Terms introduced in the
diagram, and in the text, derive from the social
as well as the natural sciences, and are defined
in Appendix A. They are italicised when they
first appear.
The Figure shows the flow of a steering
medium from the high-level objectives of the
Ecosystem Approach, to the operational use
of its associated principles in managing interactions between society and nature. These interactions, operating in both directions, are labelled as (ecosystem) services providing benefits to people in society, and pressures on
ecosystems from society. The distinction between ‘society’ and ‘nature’ has been contested
(Latour, 1993, 2004), and the two parts might
be better seen as a whole, i.e. as a socialecological system (SES) (Berkes et al., 1998).
A ‘steering medium’ is best understood in the
present context as a flow of information and
instructions, resources and constraints.
SES are spatio-temporally bounded entities. What lies outside them is their environment, which provides their boundary conditions. SES exist on various scales, with socioeconomic institutions as well as ecosystems
in larger SES providing the environment for
smaller SES nested within them. Governance,
including the management of SES, is similarly multi-tiered, from the highest (‘constitutional’) level through intermediate (‘collective-
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Figure 1: Conceptual model for the operational implementation of principles such as
those of the Ecosystem Approach (EA). The
Ecosystem Approach to Aquaculture (EAA) is
a sectoral implementation, and Marine Spatial
Planning (MSP) is a tool or a process. AM
refers to Adaptive Management, which requires
the feedback loop involving monitoring.
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choice’) level to the lowest, ‘operational’ level
(Ostrom, 2005; Tett and Sandberg, 2011). The
EA is a product of the highest level.
Installing a fish-farm, developing an acqucultural industry, or modifying regulations, are
changes in an SES that might be described in
terms of action situations (Ostrom, 2007, 2009;
McGinnis and Ostrom, 2014) or transformations (O’Brien, 2012).
In their actions, the actors are influenced by
their world-views and aided and constrained
by the tools available, the norms of the institutions to which they subscribe, and the organisations of which they are a part. Finally,
figure 1 shows a feedback loop involving the
monitoring of ecosystems; this might be seen
as either Adaptive Management or in terms
of DPSIR (Luiten, 1999) or DPSWR (Cooper,
2013) frameworks for managing human effects
on nature.
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Ecosystem Approach

The ‘Ecosystem Approach’ – or EA – is defined
(SCBD, 2004, p.6) as
“a strategy for the integrated management of land, water and living resources that promotes conservation
and sustainable use in an equitable
way. . . . It recognizes that humans,
with their cultural diversity, are an
integral component of many ecosystems.”
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Opened for signature at Rio, the CBD came
into force in December 1993. In January 1998,
a workshop of senior scientists in Lilongwe
in Malawi drew up a list of 12 principles of
the EA, providing a short rationale for each
(Anonymous, 1998). They agreed that the EA
“can be considered as a framework for analysis and implementation of the objectives of the
CBD”.
During the next few years the principles received some minor but significant updates, and
the associated rationale was expanded (SCBD,
2004). The principles are listed in Tables 1 and
2. A few obvious things stand out:
• the vision of nature as composed of
ecosystems . . .
• which need good management to enable
them to sustainably deliver services to society;
• the need to ensure fair access to these
services by decentralisation, consulting
stakeholders, and drawing on sources of
knowledge additional to those of (ecological) science;
• the recognition that the limitations of
current knowledge require precaution and
adaptive management;
and perhaps one not so obvious:
• the apparent tension between the conservation of biodiversity and the sustainable
use of ecosystem services.3

It is part of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) of 1992, an international agree3
ment that contributed to the sustainable deThe CBD began as a biodiversity convention,
velopment goals of Agenda 21 of the UN Con- prompted by concerns over commercial expropriference on Environment and Development (the ation of genetic diversity; the Malawi principles
aimed to protect ecosystem function, and the refRio ‘Earth Summit’ held in June 1992).2
erence to ecosystem services was added a few years
Agenda 21 was updated in 2015 as ‘The 2030 later; the relationship between biodiversity, ecosysAgenda for Sustainable Development’ (UN General tem function, and ecosystem services, is compliAssembly, 2015).
cated and is addressed in appendices B and C.
2
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Table 1:
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Principles 1-6 of the Ecosystem Approach.

These are, mainly, the ‘Malawi
principles’ of 1998 (Garcia et al., 2003, Annex 1), with my italics identifying key terms. Text in
square brackets summarizes significant additions adopted by Conferences of the (CBD) Parties
up to and including COP 7 in 2004 (SCBD, 2004). No further changes noted on CBD website
(https://www.cbd.int/ecosystem/principles.shtml ) when visited in August 2017. SCBD (2004)
is also the source of the italicised texts in the Comment column. Plain text in this column
paraphrases material in SCBD (2004) or supplies additional comments (source given).

Principle
1 The objectives of management of land,
water and living resources are a matter of
societal choice
2

Management should be decentralised to
the lowest appropriate level

3

Ecosystem managers should consider the
effects [actual or potential] of their activities on adjacent and other ecosystems

4

Recognizing potential gains from management there is a need to understand
the ecosystem in an economic context,
considering e.g. mitigating market distortions, aligning incentives to promote
[biodiversity conservation and] sustainable
use, and internalizing costs and benefits.

5

A key feature [“priority target”] of the
ecosystem approach includes conservation
of ecosystem structure and functioning [ in
order to maintain ecosystem services].

6 Ecosystems must be managed within the
limits of their functioning

Comment
. . . and should be determined through negotiations and trade-offs among stakeholders having different perceptions, interests and intentions.
Decisions should be made by those who represent the appropriate communities of interest,
while management should be undertaken by
those with the capacity to implement the decisions. See Ostrom (2007, 2009) concerning
research into circumstances in which decentralisation leads to better decision-making.
for example, natural resource managers, decision makers and politicians should consider
the possible effects that their actions could
have on adjacent and downstream ecosystems
(river basins and coastal zones) . . .
. . . market distortions . . . undervalue natural systems and populations . . . most environmental goods and services have the characteristics of “public goods” . . . which are difficult
to incorporate into markets. “Internalizing”
means (a) properly valuing ecosystem services and if necessary paying for their maintenance, and (b) properly costing damages due
pollution and charging these to their producers. (Author)
Biodiversity conservation and the maintenance of human wellbeing depend on the
functioning and resilience of natural ecosystems. ‘Well-being’ results from a supply of
ecosystem services and their conversion into
‘benefits’ to societies (Turner and Schaafsma,
2014).
Our current understanding is insufficient to
allow these limits to be precisely defined, and
therefore a precautionary approach coupled
with adaptive management, is advised.

EAA-MSP
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Table 2: Principles 7-11 of the Ecosystem Approach.
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Principle
The ecosystem approach should be undertaken at appropriate spatial and temporal
scales

8

Recognizing the varying temporal scales
and lag-effects that characterise ecosystem
processes, objectives for ecosystem management should be set for the long term

9

Management must recognize that change
is inevitable

10

The ecosystem approach should seek the
appropriate balance between conservation
and use of biological diversity.

11

The ecosystem approach should consider
all forms of relevant information, including scientific and indigenous and local
knowledge, innovations and practices
12 The ecosystem approach should involve all
relevant sectors of society and scientific
disciplines

Comment
[Monitoring and ] management processes and
institutions should be designed to match the
scales of the aspects of the ecosystems being
managed.
. . . because it is the long-term, spatially extensive processes that both characterize and
determine the broad ecosystem properties. . . .
[which, however] conflicts with the tendency
of humans to favour short-term gains and immediate benefits over future ones.
Ecosystem components vary because of internal and imposed dynamics, and variability
may be necessary for proper ecosystem functioning. Therefore, utilize adaptive management . . . be cautious in making any decisions
that may foreclose options . . . consider mitigating actions to cope with [e.g.] climate
change.
Biological diversity is critical both for its intrinsic value and because of the key role it
plays in providing . . . ecosystem . . . services.
Don’t manage [its] components either as protected or non-protected. [Instead] shift to
more flexible measures, where . . . measures
[are] applied in a continuum from strictly protected to human-made ecosystems.

Doing this might lead to epistemological
conflicts but is in the interests both of equity and a better understanding of relevant ecosystems
Many challenges encountered in the EA
are complex, ‘wicked’ (Jentoft and Chuenpagdee, 2009) problems needing multilevel, multi-sector solutions.
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There are other, largely similar, prescriptions for remedying humanity’s unsustainable
use of the Earth’s resources. One of these
is Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM), defined for marine systems by Katsanevakis et al.
(2011) as:
“an environmental management approach that recognizes the full array of interactions within a marine ecosystem, including humans,
rather than considering single issues,
species, or ecosystem services in isolation . . . [and that aims to] maintain marine ecosystems in a healthy,
productive and resilient condition so
that they can sustain human uses of
the ocean and provide the goods and
services humans want and need”
Katsenevakis et al. present EBM as an overarching frame of reference, formalised at international level through, for example, the CBD’s
Ecosystem Approach principles, or the FAO
code of conduct for fisheries. Waylen et al.
(2014) argue that the key issue is not the name
of the approach or method but whether it fully
embraces all the Malawi principles, including
the ‘social’ EA01, EA02, EA11 and EA12.
Finally, are the EA principles simply instrumental, that is, sets of empirically-validated
guidelines to help rational managers achieve
goals set at higher levels of governance? Or
do the principles form an ethical system, providing a set of norms and high-level goals that
are to be evaluated “under the aspect of rightness” (Habermas, 1984) and which influence
actors, especially those at the operational level
of governance, because they represent virtue
as well as as because they are, in some cases,
implemented through Law?
As discussed in Appendices B and C, the
apparently objective concepts of biodiversity,
ecosystem, and services, prove to be debatable human constructs. Thus it seems to me

7
best to consider the EA as (a) one of several
frameworks within which to understand relationships between society and nature, and (b)
a set of internationally-agreed norms to inform and guide actors who find themselves operationally managing particular relationships.
But it will take some work to convert these generalities into effective action ‘on the ground’.
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Implementation

How, then, can principles agreed at a workshop
in Malawi be used to understand and manage
SES issues relating to a salmon-farm in a Scottish sea-loch or a mussel-farm in the Italian
Adriatic? How can they protect scallops or
help the retiree to reach an agreement with a
fish-farmer about the former’s boat mooring?
Typically, the road from “high-level goals”
to “operational objectives” is seen (Katsanevakis et al., 2011) as starting from international policies and objectives, such as those of
the UN and CBD, wending its way through
multinational regional objectives such those
as of Directives of the European Union, and
reaching its terminus in national and subnational regulations and regulatory agencies.
However, EA04 that suggests that the market might have a part to play in operationalising the EA principles, and EA05 introduces
the idea of ecosystem services as things of monetary values. In addition, the influence of
the EA has diffused from working ecologists
into the political conservation community and
through teaching into the next generation of
ecologists and into society at large. In the latter, a rational and utilitarian understanding
of nature as a system has intermingled with
understandings from other worldviews such as
those in the recent papal encyclical Laudato Si’
(Francis, 2015).
Thus, it may be useful to understand that
there is not one road but several by which EA

EAA-MSP
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Figure 2: Three methods for the distribution of ecosystem services amongst society.
From Tett and Sandberg (2011).

principles are carried into action. The roads
can be categorized as follows, depending on
the dominant steering medium and its relationship to the three main methods (Figure 2) by
which the benefits arising from ecosystem services can be distributed though society:
hierarchical: power-steered; including, in
democratic societies, the governance
structures legitimised (Habermas, 1996)
by elected executives and legislatures or
the trans-national agreements into which
these have entered; the common feature
is that the operational actors are constrained in what they can do by rules
or directions from higher levels of governance; labelled as regulation in Figure 2;
market: money steered; assuming a society
consisting of rational, well-informed actors aiming to optimise the satisfaction
of their well-being needs, or the requirements of their organisations, by freely
buying and selling in a well-ordered market;

ficials informed by them; i.e. steered by
ideas that can be deliberated as validity
claims: actors receive information in various non-constraining ways, evaluate it according to criteria provided by their own
world-views, and implement it through
communicative action (Habermas, 1984).
In many cases, the routes and the steering
are mixed. Governments may need to intervene to maintain a ‘well-ordered market’ including ensuring that externalities are properly
costed in to economic activities, where these
make use of what are deemed to be ‘public
goods’ such as the capacity of the environment
to absorb waste. Or they may help to ensure
trust in a product, for example by ensuring
that marketable shellfish are tested for toxins.
Scientists researching environmental effects or
social licence need to be funded - perhaps by
government, or perhaps by industry - and yet
might also be motivated by their training as
ecologists or sociologists, or by ethical beliefs.
Although markets and collective arrangements can play a part in ensuring the sustainability of SES, it is widely held that it is the hierarchical road that best serves to channel the
EA principles from global and general to local and specific. The CBD guidelines (SCBD,
2004, Annex II) give implementation options
for the first step in the cascade:
“One is the incorporation of the
principles into the design and implementation of national biodiversity
strategies and action plans and regional strategies. Others include
incorporation of the ecosystem approach principles into policy instruments, mainstreaming in planning
processes, and sectoral plans (e.g.,
in forest, fisheries, agriculture).”

diffusive and deliberative: called collective arrangements in Figure 2 and involving actions by citizens responding to The emphases are mine, to highlight the topics
the principles of the EA or by public of- of the next two sections.

EAA-MSP
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Regional implementations

9
toring or licensing developments within the national version of the regional framework.

‘Regions’ refer to specific parts of the world,
Sectoral implementaand regional strategies are those made by 7
agreement amongst a group of nation-states
tions: the EAF and
with a common interest, in the present case, in
ecosystems in the part of the world ocean that
the EAA
bathes their shores and the maritime communities that use the services from those ecosys- Sectoral implementations relate to particular
tems. Here are a couple of examples of regional industries. Relevant here are the applications
implementations:
of the EA pioneered by the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) of the UN to fisheries
1. in northern Europe, two regional and aquaculture: the Ecosystem Approach to
multi-national bodies, the HELCOM Fisheries (Garcia et al., 2003) and the EcosysConvention, for the Baltic Sea Area, tem Approach to Aquaculture (EAA) (Soto
and the OSPAR Convention for the et al., 2008).
North East Atlantic, agreed (HELIt will be useful to understand the term secCOM/OSPAR, 2003), a joint “ecosystem tor in two ways. First, as a technologically deapproach to managing human activities fined collective mode of exploiting ecosystem
impacting on the marine environment” services, and, second, as a use of the sea that
in the two sets of waters for which they has human spokespersons to argue for the priwere responsible.
ority of that usage in competition with that
2. the Marine Strategy Framework Directive of other sectors. The latter is the definition
(MSFD) of the European Union, requires adopted in Table 3. The Table extends bethe application of “an ecosystem-based yond the usual categories of the old and ‘new
approach to the management of human Blue’ maritime economies into a third cateactivities while enabling a sustainable use gory, because there are human organisations
that ‘speak for’ these additional sectors.
of marine goods and services”.
Aquaculture has been seen as a way of reA nation-state entering into an agreement, placing both the protein supply from, and the
such as the OSPAR Convention or the 2007 jobs provided by, fisheries, as discussed in the
Lisbon Treaty that reformed the European first lecture (Ferreira, 2018). Fishing, which
Union, accepts certain obligations. In the case is the capture of free-living marine organisms,
of OSPAR these include monitoring and re- and aquaculture, which is the cultivation of
porting duties in pursuit of common strate- some of these organisms, are clearly different
gies to reduce anthropogenic Pressures. In the types of human activity. They have differcase of the EU, they extend to the transposi- ent traditions, social and commercial organtion of Union Directives into member state law. isations, and legal frameworks. They make
Thus the ‘governance road’ runs through the different use of ecosystem services: fisheries
‘collective-choice’ level (national legislatures exploits the ‘provisioning service’ provided by
and executives), to the operational level, where the upper trophic levels of food webs, whereas
officials are charged with tasks such as moni- aquaculture requires the benefit (from regu-

EAA-MSP
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Table 3: Competing maritime sectors: each
has human spokespersons who argue for priority or sole use of certain spaces for their sector; explicit conflict in physical space is, fortunately, rare in European seas, but use of
ecosystem services by one sector can deplete
those needed by others.

OLD
MARITIME
ECONOMY

NEW BLUE
ECONOMY

NATURE &
SOCIETY

Capture
fisheries,
Oil/Gas
extraction,
Transport,
Pipes &
cables
Aquaculture;
Marine
Renewable Energy; Mineral extraction; Novel
biochemicals; Tourism
including Leisure and
Recreational Fishing
Biodiversity, Ecosystem
Organisation, Cultural
Services, Education &
Research

lating services) called ‘assimilative capacity’
(see appendix C) to absorb its wastes and in
some cases the provisioning service of the lower
trophic levels to provide food for shellfish.
It should of course be kept in mind that
the words ‘fisheries’ and ‘aquaculture’ point to
activities that are heterogenous and complex.
Fisheries includes: large scale, industrialised
capture of huge biomasses of fish in a globalised activity; small-scale, ‘artisanal’, inshore
fisheries that can be more responsive to local
stakeholders in ecosystem services; and fishing for recreation or to help family provisioning. As described in more detail in unit 1, marine aquaculture includes: the rearing of fish in
floating cages or in tanks with pumped seawater; the cultivation of shellfish and seaweeds;
and mixed cultivation, or ‘Integrated MultiTrophic Aquaculture’. In many cases, providing the feed for cultivated fish requires outputs
from capture fisheries.
Aguilar-Manjarrez et al. (2017, p.4) distil
the 12 EA principles into three for the EAA,
requiring aquaculture to:
i. “be developed in the context of ecosystem
functions and services (including biodiversity) with no degradation of these beyond
their resilience”;
ii. “improve human well-being with equity for
all relevant stakeholders (e.g. access rights
and fair share of income)” ;
iii. “be developed in the context of other sectors, policies and goals, as appropriate”.
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Three licences

The first of the three EAA principles requires ecological understanding for environmental protection; the second, sociological understanding for societal involvement; and the

EAA-MSP
third, understanding in terms of industrial economics and government policy-setting to avoid
sectoral clashes and ensure industry profitability. A moderate reconfiguration of these requirements leads to the idea that a viable aquacultural enterprise or industry needs three licences (Figure 3), one each for economic success, environmental sustainability, and social
acceptability (Tett et al., 2015).
Depending on country, establishing a marine
farm can require some or many formal permits
from government, including permission to site
a farm at a particular place and permission to
discharge potential pollutants into the sea. In
addition, a farm or industry will benefit from
gaining informal consent from society, following in the footsteps of the mining industry in
its recognition of the need forl social licence to
operate (SLO) (Prno, 2013). Finally, any farm
operating under market principles needs to secure financial capital for its construction and
operation, and needs to show the owners of the
capital that it will make a profit; thus what I
am calling ‘economic licence’ might correspond
to the approval of a business plan.
Although a farm operates in a physical
world, the licences that I propose here, are best
thought of as switches in the socio-economic
world. All three switches must be ON for viable operation of a farm.4
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Figure 3: Three licences required for successful operation of a farm or industry in an
EU member state. The environmental licence

often corresponds to a permit to discharge a
certain amount of waste into the ecosystem,
under regulations resulting from transpositions
of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive
(MSFD) and the Water Framework Directive
(WFD). In effect, this licence is a permit to use
a certain fraction of available ecosystem services, such waste breakdown or primary production (see appendix C). The economic licorresponds to a business plan agreed
9 Marine Spatial Plan- cence
with a source of financial capital. The social
licence is shown with two components: one forning
mal as a result of a (marine spatial or other)
Each licence depends on a set of factors, and planning process ((MS)P) and the other an inmany of these factors vary with position. Some formal ‘social licence to operate’ (SLO).
4

The idea of licences as ON/OFF switches controlling the flow of steering media that allow a farm
(or industry) to be viable, follows from the description (Luhmann, 1989) of society as a set of subsystems that intercommunicate with binary-coded
outputs.

EAA-MSP
parts of the sea are better than others for fishfarming, for example, given requirements for
good water circulation to provide oxygen and
remove waste. Others might be better for shellfish farming, supporting a rich phytoplankton
to provide food for filter-feeders. The profitability of a fish-farm depends on, amongst
other things, the time and fuel costs in servicing the site from an on-shore base. And the
social acceptability of a site might depend, in
part, inversely on its visibility.
If the sea were otherwise unused, finding the
best place to site a farm would be an issue
that an aquacultural developer would solve (on
their own) as part of a business case. However, there are other activities, with competing
claims on the use of space. Thus the need for
Marine Spatial Planning (MSP), defined
(Ehler, 2014) as
“a public process of analyzing and
allocating the spatial and temporal
distribution of human activities in
marine areas to achieve ecological,
social and economic objectives that
are usually specified through a political process.”
These three objectives correspond, in broad
terms, to the three principles of the EAA and
to the three licences in figure 3. Although the
definition specifies a ‘political process’, and although the cascade from higher to lower levels of governance is the main theme of this
lecture, it should be remembered that politics
can be local and deliberative as well as hierarchical and elective, and that, except in centrally planned economies, political processes
and market processes operate in parallel.
MSP has a number of components (table 4),
which are both sequential and scale-related;
the scales relating to governance as well as spatial processes (see appendix D). It should be
noted that the EU’s Maritime Spatial Planning

12
Framework Directive (MSPFD) is narrower in
its scope that MSP as defined above, because
the MSPFD excludes matters falling within the
jurisdiction of terrestrial planning authorities.
In many member states these jurisdictions embrace near-shore aquaculture.

10

Institutions, Organisations, Tools

Planning the use of space obviously needs maps
to inform and record decisions. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are software that improves the efficiency of a mapping process that
may need to go through many iterations if is
part of a public discussion. Maps created and
maintained by GIS consist of a number of layers: for example, a base layer representing marine and coastal topography, overlain by other
layers mapping existing or proposed sectoral
activity.
Used in this way, GIS is a tool, something
that aids actors in achieving spatial planning
objectives. In this example the tool is computer software, but it is not different in principle from a pencil used to draw on a paper
chart of the sea. However, the meaning of the
term ‘tool’ has become further broadened in
the socio-legal context to include legal instruments (laws, regulations, guidelines) and procesess (such as stakeholder engagement) as well
as hardware and software, and it is this broad
meaning that will be employed in this course.
And this is where things become a little complicated.
The key characteristic of a tool is that it
is something without agency used purposively
by actors. But the broad definition of ‘tool’, to
include for example regulations and guidelines,
means that a tool might also be an institution,
a set of rules and procedures that constrain
and enable actors’ behaviour. Such rules might

EAA-MSP
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Table 4: Spatial Planning & Management components for aquaculture, based on framework of Aguilar-Manjarrez et al. (2017). I’ve added the column for ‘scale’, which refers both to
the typical spatial extent for the component, and (in italics) the level of governance. The spatial scale refers to EU directives and the scales defined by the UK in relation to the UWWTD
(91/271/EEC) (CSTT, 1997; Tett et al., 2008); the latter are characterised by the dominant
time-scales of relevant biophysical processes, with A being close to a farm, B the scale defined by
water movements during a few days, and C the scale of a coastal region. The level of governance
descends from I, consitutional through II, collective to III, operational, with reference also to
NG, national government and LPA, local planning authority, which may be local government
or a regional MSP authority. See also appendix D.

Component
National
scoping
Zoning

Site selection

Management
areas

Scale (spatial, governance)
national part of a
MSFD
‘subregional
sea’ : I, II: NG
B ≈ WFD water-body
or C: II: LPA

Description of component

Reviewing species and technologies, identifying stakeholders and legal framework; developing policies and maps
Identifying areas suitable for aquaculture; estimating their carrying capacity; implementing strategic environmental assessment; implementing land use and marine spatial planning; publishing maps
A (local to farm) & B: Carry out environmental Impact AssessIII: LPA
ment; planning consents and discharge (environmental effect) consents; decide separation
distances from MPAs, other farms, and sites
of activities by other sectors; sea-bed leasing;
acquiring social licence
B ≈ WFD water-body Defining management area and purpose (e.g.
or a part of C: III: disease control); agreeing management plan
LPA or industry; cur- and enforcement measures
rently not well-defined
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be formally encoded in a regulatory framework
(the hierarchical route) or embedded in local
norms. EA and EAA principles can be part of
these frameworks or norms.
In order to impact on the physical world of
the natural environment the norms or regulations must act on human behaviour, typically
that of those in the economic sectors listed in
table 3. Mediating such action are employees
or members of organisations such as the environmental protection agencies of government
or nature-protection charities. An organisation
may be steered by institutions but it is embodied in the physical world through people and
tools.
Clearly, there are complex interactions between actors, organisations and institutions
that need to be properly understood in operational applications such as the EAA. People
can be constrained by institutions, but they
can also craft them. As argued by Ostrom
(2009) in her Nobel memorial prize lecture,
“humans have a more complex motivational structure and more capability to solve social dilemmas than
posited in earlier rational-choice theory. . . . a core goal of public policy should [therefore] be to design
institutions that bring out the best
in humans. We need to ask how
diverse polycentric institutions help
or hinder the innovativeness, adapting, trustworthiness, levels of cooperation of participants, and the
achievement of more effective, equitable and sustainable outcomes at
multiple scales . . . ”
Ostrom counsels that the most effective institutions tend to be those that are locally specific
but which operate within a broader framework.
In the case of aquaculture, that framework can
be provided by sectoral or regional implementations of the EA, by the EAA and, in the
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case of EU member states, by environmental
and maritime spatial planning Framework Directives. The local specificity can emerge from
laws or regulations at nation state level, but
also from formal processes and informal customs at the level of villages, cities or counties,
as will be evident in some of Aquaspace’s case
studies.

11

Adaptive
ment

Manage-

In the section about licences, I did not distinguish between getting a licence, and keeping
a licence. The former might involve a business plan, an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), and a stakeholder consultation
prior to an application to a public authority
for development consent. The latter requires
making a profit, maintaining acceptable environmental conditions, and keeping SLO. I focus here on environmental licence.
Keeping this licence usually requires monitoring of the environmental effects of a farm. If
these exceed what is considered tolerable - for
example if they fail to comply with a defined
Environmental or Ecological Quality Objective
(EQO) - the licence might be withdrawn by the
regulatory authority. This could be fatal for
the enterprise’s economic viability, and Adaptive Management (AM) reduces the risk of it
happening.
AM is defined in general (Ehler, 2014) as
“the incorporation of a formal learning process into management actions . . .
[i.e.] the integration
of planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation to provide a
framework to systematically test assumptions, promote learning, and
provide timely information for management decisions” .

EAA-MSP
Adaptive management of a fish-farm, for
example, would require agreement between
farmer and regulator on indicators of environmental state, and the tracking of these indicators by regular monitoring (Tett, 2017); should
their values approach thresholds defined in relation to the EQO, the farm must adjust management in order to prevent a breach of the
required standards. This is shown in the conceptual model of Figure 1 by the feedback loop
from ‘actions’ through ‘monitoring’.
Adaptive Management (AM) is recommended by the CBD (SCBD, 2004, Annex I)
in their guidance for applying the EA. The
CBD guidance draws on EA06, which refers to
lack of knowledge of the limits of ecosystem
functioning, and therefore advises a precautionary approach to protect the environment.
However, strict application of the ‘precautionary principle’ would retard aquacultural expansion; the use of adaptive management allows developments to proceed, because it provides a means by which excessive impacts can
be anticipated and avoided.
AM could also be applied to the governance
of MSP itself. This would, however, imply that
the allocation of marine space must be a dynamic and ongoing process, rather than a onceand-for-all disposal of a site or area. It implies that the use of marine ecosystem services
should be something that can be acquired for a
defined period on a lease, rather than property
that is permanently alienated from the public domain. Furthermore, it implies that the
planning process itself should be the subject of
regular reflection (Ehler, 2014), and modification if required. But this could lead to difficulties: an adaptively managed environmental
licence could necessitate scaling back of a site
or industry, or even a change in regulations,
whereas organisations developing a site or industry need a stable regulatory framework in
order to raise financial capital for long-term in-
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vestment. These are complicated matters that
have yet to be fully worked through in relation
to aquaculture.
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Deliberation

In conclusion, let me bring this lecture back to
something concrete, an example from a stakeholder consultation exercise. Around a table
sit citizens, fishermen, a developer who wants
to find a site for a new fish-farm, an ecologist,
and a facilitator equipped with a pencil and an
eraser. On the table is a marine chart.
The fisherman takes the pencil and marks
the chart to show fishing grounds.
The ecologist marks regions where the farm
would exceed the waste assimilative capacity
of the local environment.
Citizens mark their houses and the zone in
front where they would prefer not to see a farm.
In this case the pencil is the tool, and
the chart contains embodied (and societallyaccepted) knowledge. Suppose that the pencil, chart and stakeholder consultation process
could be replaced by a expert software system, or even a computational artificial intelligence, that had been supplied with data about
the sea, its ecosystems, and about stakeholder
preferences. Such an expert system would be
a useful tool, helping a developer to find a
site and helping a regulator to licence it. Perhaps, if programmed appropriately with planning rules and an appropriate implementation
of the EAA, it could make optimum site allocation decisions,
But does this go to far, removing too much
human agency and reducing spatial planning
to a purely technical process? Instead, then,
consider a version of a GIS tool that has been
adapted to support dialogue and deliberation.
Maybe it is a table with a top that is a touchsensitive computer screen, able to show charts
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and to add markings as people trace them on
its surface.
Now the citizens mark the locations of their
houses and at the same time explain why they
value the view from their windows. The fisherman explains his livelihood and how his boat,
and his knowledge of fishing grounds, was
passed to him by his father. The developer
advertises the employment that the new farm
would bring to the community. What is crucial
is that all are in the same room, sitting around
the same table, talking with each other and
beginning to understand each others’ point of
view: a process that Habermas (1984) called
Communicative Action. The tool is now both
a support and a locus for deliberation. In addition it allows actors to engage physically with
the issue, rather than relying on an expert operating a GIS.
In fact, both sorts of geographical information and decision support systems are as
yet more aspiration than reality. Touch tables don’t yet work very well. The AquaSpace
project has developed GIS add-ins to provide
expert support for decision makers, yet the
Systems require experienced operators. Nevertheless, these softwares will, with investment,
evolve. I have anticipated the future in order
to ask the question: what sort of Marine Spatial Planning should society seek? One that is
a technical process, operated by experts, which
implements planning policies and finds an optimum solution (from a utilitarian standpoint)
for the sustainable use of marine ecosystem services? Or one that is more open to society
and more deliberative, as considered in unit
10? Both are compatible with the EAA.
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Summing up

In this unit I have set out a framework for understanding (Marine) Spatial Planning in the
context of the Ecosystem Approach, and to
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provide in appendix A the technical vocabulary
needed to talk about this framework, I have
tried to show that, what is often described as a
linear cascade from high-level principles (such
as the EA) to their operational implementation (e.g. in licensing a fish-farm or assigning
a zone to shellfish farming), actually involves
complex interactions amongst institutions, organisations, actors and tools. Anyone seeking
to become an actor in the field of spatial planning needs to understand on the one hand, the
tools available to help them act, and, on the
other hand, the constraints and empowerments
provided by institutions (the EA, EU Directives, national laws, local customs, etc). Case
Studies carried out by the Aquaspace project
can be consulted for examples of tool use in
the context of local institutions.

EAA-MSP
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Exercises and SAQ

Exercises
A. Obtain the CBD’s Ecosystem Approach
guidelines (SCBD, 2004) from :
www.cbd.int/doc/publications/ea-text-en.pdf
then:
1. choose one of the 12 principles;
2. read the ‘annotations to the rationale’ and
the ‘implementation guidelines’ for this
principle;
3. write some notes, or prepare some slides,
for a 5 minute talk on how you would
apply this principle to an aquaculturerelated action situation or Issue.
B. An exercise to illustrate EA11.
1. Identify a water body, and make a simplified network diagram of the water body’s
ecosystem, using your own knowledge and
what you can find out from web sources.
2. Find someone who also knows the water
body but has a different world-view from
you, and discuss your diagram with them.
What would they wish to add or subtract?

Self Assessment Questions
The SAQs that follow test your achievement
of these learning outcomes and help you think
actively about the points raised in this lecture. No answers are given. The (parenthetical) numbers refer to sections and the letters
to appendices.
1. (B) Define ecosystem and describe at least
one debate amongst ecologists concerning
what an ecosystem ‘is’ and how it functions
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2. (4) Give an example of a conflict between
the conservation and use of biodiversity,
or between biodiversity protection and
the use of ecosystem services? What EA
principles are relevant here?
3. (4 & 7) Map the EA principles to those of
the EAA (i.e. allocate each EA principle
to (only) one EAA principle)
4. (6) Give an example of a regional implementation of the EA.
5. (7) Identify two sectors of the New
Blue Economy and describe, or speculate
about, how they might compete for space
in coastal waters.
6. (4 & 8) Explain the link between EA principle 12 and the 3 licences for farm or industry viability.
7. (8 & 11) How might Adaptive Management help to maintain each of the three
licences?
8. (9 & 12) Which component of MSP might
be best implemented with the aid of deliberation and which with technical processes?
9. (3, 4, 5 & C) A national government
carries out a stakeholder consultation on
whether to charge aquacultural sites for
their use of the sites’ ecosystems’ waste
assimilative capacity. What steering media are involved? Which EA principle is
relevant?
10. (4, 7 & C) Which ecosystem services are
used by fish-farming? Which by shellfish farming? Can aquacultural provide
ecosystem services? Which EA principle
is relevant?

EAA-MSP
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biodiversity or Biological diversity “means
the variability among living organisms
from all sources including, . . . diversity
A Definitions
within species, between species and of
ecosystems” (CBD 1992, article 2);
This appendix provides definitions of key social and ecological terms used in the lecture,
boundary conditions are the environmenadapted to the present context. It may help to
tal conditions at the defined edge of a
understand these if I say that I see the natural
system; in numerical modelling they are
world as made up of physical things and flows
treated asymmetrically, exerting an influof matter and energy, and the mental and soence on the system, while neglecting the
cial world as made up of communication, which
effect of the system on its environment;
is to say, of information and its flow. It is in the
social world that scientists talk about both so- CBD is the (UN) Convention on Biological
ciety and nature, using technical terms - such
diversity of 1992; see SCBD (2004);
as ecosystem and institution - to make sense
of what happens in these worlds. Such terms communicative action: social action oriented to reaching understanding amongst
point to complex ideas or mental constructs
actors (Habermas, 1984);
that are of explanatory or predictive value, but
should be distinguished from the ‘reality’ they
co-production of knowledge means, opertry to describe.
ationally and in the present context,
the working together of stakeholders and
action situation (Ostrom, 2007; McGinnis
technical experts to agree a conceptual
and Ostrom, 2014) : a focused social acmodel of an Issue that will aid the issue’s
tivity in which actors interact commuresolution;
nicatively concerning an Issue: see also
Habermas (1984, starting p.279) concerndeliberation is a formal social process of raing categories of action;
tional dialogue and evidence testing and is
equated here with communicative action;
actor : an embodied person with consciousness, communicating in society, and with
DPSIR, DPSWR: the “chain of linkages
agency and world-view ;
between the driving forces within society
Adaptive Management (AM) is “the incor(D), the pressure on the environment (P),
poration of a formal learning process into
the state of the environment itself (S), the
management actions” Ehler (2014);
impact on people and nature (I) and the
desirable response (R)” (Luiten, 1999); in
agency is the power of (conscious) choice
the alternative acronym, W refers to imamongst possible actions;
pact of environmental changes on human
welfare (Cooper, 2013);
Assimilative Capacity is the amount of a
given waste product that an ecosystem
EBM is Ecosystem-Based Management,
can accept without harm to ecosystem
defined as “approach that recognizes the
health or without transgressing an EQS ;
full array of interactions within a marine ecosystem, including humans, rather
benefits are what satisfy human well-being
than considering single issues, species, or
needs;
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ecosystem services in isolation . . . [and environment: that which lies outside a system: for example, the natural environthat aims to] maintain marine ecosysment, which lies outside the human dotems in a healthy, productive and remain, and the abiotic environment of
silient condition so that they can susbiota in an ecosystem;
tain human uses of the ocean and provide
the goods and services humans want and
need” (Katsanevakis et al., 2011); EBM EPA: a generic Environment Protection
Agency, typically a public organisation
is considered here to equate with operawith a duty to regulate human activities
tional implementation of the EA;
that effect the (natural) environment;
ecosystem: a
“system
composed
of
physical-chemical-biological
processes EQS is Environmental (or Ecological)
Quality Standard, a value of an indicaactive within a space-time unit of any
tor
which may not be transgressed withmagnitude, i.e. the biotic community
out EPA action;
plus its abiotic environment” (Lindeman,
1942); see appendix B;
GIS stands for Geographical Information
ecosystem function(ing):
processes;

see

ecosystem

System, a software for capturing, storing, manipulating, analyzing, and presenting spatially-referenced data;

ecosystem processes: the
interactions governance is “the steering and ruling of soamongst organisms, and the flows and
ciety and the ways in which citizens and
transformations of energy and matter,
groups articulate their interests, mediate
that take place within ecosystems, cattheir differences, and exercise their leegorized as habitat formation, nutrient
gal rights and obligations” (Tett et al.,
cycling, the flow of energy and organic
2011b); the term derives from classical
matter through food webs, etc;
Greek ‘kybernein’ and Latin ‘gubernare’
meaning the steering and guiding of a
ecosystem services: ‘exports’ from ecosysship;
tems to human economies that bring benefits to the people in these economies indicator: a variable that quantifies some
(Turner and Schaafsma, 2014); see apaspect of a complicated system, such as
pendix C;
an ecosystem; the WFD refers to “values of the physico-chemical [or] biologiecosystem structure: (a) the bio-physical
cal quality elements”; the MSFD refers
structures (e.g. coral reef) generated
to “measurable targets and associated inby biologically mediated processes; (b)
dicators that allow for monitoring and asa way of conceptualising the relationship
sessment”;
amongst ecosystem components, which
may themselves be mental constructs: for institution: “a set of rules and procedures,
both formal and informal, that strucexample, the food web structure shown
ture social interaction by constraining and
in figure 4, where the components repenabling actors’ behaviour” Tett et al.
resent populations of taxonomically- and
(2011b) and are, typically, maintained
functionally- related organisms;
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or adapted by this behaviour; alterna- MSFD is the European Union’s Marine Strategy Framework Directive
tively, an autopoı̈etic information process(2008/56/EC), “establishing a framework
ing subsystem within society (Luhmann,
for community action in the field of
1989); examples of such subsystems are
marine environmental policy”;
Law or Science (as distinct from the embodiment of the rules in organisations
nature: ontologically, the (physical) envisuch as Law Courts or Research Laboraronment for society; epistemologically,
tories);
the part of a world-view that characterises
Issue: in the present context, an aquaculwhat is not social;
tural matter (such as a problem or opportunity) that concerns or interests actors norms: society-specific expectations that
guide human behaviour; may be considor organisations, and which provides the
ered as formal or informal institutions
focus of an action situation;
licence: formal (legally enforceable) or infor- organisation (1): an embodied institution,
those of interest here (such as an aquamal permission from society to carry out
cultural enterprise or an EPA) providing
certain activities; in the present context,
interfaces between the social world (of inoften at a certain place; more generally,
formation) and the physical world of the
a switch controlling the flow of a steering
natural environment; the relevant embodmedium (money, power, etc) that empowiment is typically in people and physical
ers, allows, retards or prevents an activtools;
ity;
living resources is a term used in EA01, organisation (2): a description of an ecosystem in terms of its organisation is a demeaning the biota within ecosystems, the
scription of the elements of the system
reservoir of genetic diversity they contain,
and their interconnection, as exemplified
and the potential of both for use by huin a diagram of a food web;
manity;
MSP is Marine Spatial Planning: in general Pressures: the processes by which Human
Activities affect ecosystem State; see DPthe “public process of analyzing and alSIR;
locating the spatial and temporal distribution of human activities in marine ar- scales: the spatial and temporal extents
eas to achieve ecological, social and ecowithin which particular biophysical or sonomic objectives” (Ehler, 2014); specificietal processes are important; see apcally, the national processes within EU
pendix D;
member states resulting from transposition of the MSPFD, although this Direc- sector: a collective mode, technologically defined, of human use of ecosystem services,
tive explicitly excludes anything (such as
recognised by society as a consequence of
most aquaculture) already within terresactivity by organisations and their human
trial planning jurisdictions;
spokespersons;
MSPFD is the European Union’s Maritime
Spatial Planning Framework Directive SLO is Social Licence to Operate, which
“can be said to exist when a . . . project
(2014/89/EU);
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is seen as having the broad, ongoing
approval and acceptance of society . . . ”
(Prno, 2013);
Social-Ecological System (SES): “linked
systems of people and nature” (Berkes
et al., 1998);
“human-environment
systems” (Ostrom, 2007); “a spatiotemporally bounded site of interaction
within and between biophysical processes and information communication
processes” (Billing et al., 2017);
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worlds; in the present context, “any legal
instrument (laws, regulations, guidelines),
process (such as stakeholder engagement),
computer model application (such as GIS,
or computer models to assess impacts of
aquaculture), or other approaches that
can be used or be implemented to help
and support the development of aquaculture . . . ” (Galparsoro et al., 2017); the
key characteristic of a tool is that it is
used, which is to say that it lacks agency;

society: ontologically, a non-corporeal sys- validity claim: an intersubjectively meaningful communication that can be chaltem reproduced by communication, made
lenged and defended on grounds of rightup of institutions, and providing an enness (i.e. by appealing to norms) or truth
vironment for actors and organisations;
(i.e. by citing reports of phenomena); see
epistemologically, what is not nature;
Habermas (1984);
stakeholder: a person or organisation that
has a legitimate claim to be be heard in welfare, well-being: that which rational
persons (operating under a utilitarian
relation to an Issue and in an action situethic) aim to maximise for themselves and
ation;
their families, and which it is the purpose
steering medium: a term used by Haberof a utilitarian economy to maximise in
mas (1984, 1987) to describe the imperaggregate;
sonal operation of money or power in controlling the functioning of a society; used WFD is the European Union’s Water Framehere to include any flow of guiding inwork Directive ( 2000/60/EC) “establishformation that is understood as meaning a framework for Community action in
ingful by Actors or Institutions, includthe field of water policy”;
ing instructions, prohibitions and social
resources; may be generalised to include world-view: a person’s model or account of
flows of energy or limiting elements (e.g.
the world: how it is, how it came to be,
N or P) through ecosystems;
how to behave in it, and what counts as
valid knowledge (Aerts et al., 2007);
system: “a set of elements standing in interrelation among themselves and with
the environment” (von Bertalanffy, 1972);
Ecosystem
complex systems have emergent proper- B
ties that cannot be localised in any eleThe concept of ecosystem, which lies at the
ment;
heart of the EA, is complex, as the definitions
tool: a mechanical or informational struc- in Table 5 indicate. The concept must be disture use purposively by actors to bring tinguished from the thing or things that it purabout a change in the social or physical ports to describe or explain.
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Table 5: Definitions of ecosystem and some related terms. Emphases added.
“[T]he ecosystem . . . is a particular category among the physical systems that
make up the universe. In an ecosystem the organisms and the inorganic factors alike are components which are in relatively stable dynamic equilibrium.”
(Tansley, 1935)
“The ecosystem may be formally defined as the system composed of physicalchemical-biological processes active within a space-time unit of any magnitude,
i.e. the biotic community plus its abiotic environment” (Lindeman, 1942)
“Any unit that includes all of the organisms (i.e. the “community”) in a given
area interacting with the physical environment so that a flow of energy leads
to clearly defined trophic structure, biotic diversity, and material cycles (i.e.
exchange of materials between living and nonliving parts) within the system
is an ecological system or ecosystem.” (Odum, 1971)
“Ecosystem means a dynamic complex of plant, animal and micro-organism
communities and their non-living environment interacting as a functional
unit” (CBD article 2).
“An ecosystem can be defined at the most basic level as a natural unit of
living things (animals, plants and micro-organisms) and their physical environment. The living and non-living elements function together as an interdependent system” (Anonymous, 2007)
Ecosystem performance and health can be characterized by three terms.
“The vigor of a[n eco]system is simply a measure of its activity, metabolism or
primary productivity. . . . The organization of a system refers to the number
and diversity of interactions between the components of the system. . . . The
resilience of a system refers to its ability to maintain its structure and pattern
of behavior in the presence of stress. (Costanza and Mageau, 1999)

original

best

textbook

CBD itself

simplified

health
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Consider Figure 4. This diagram, drawn by
the marine biologist Alistair Hardy in 1924,
shows what is now called a ‘food web’, and has
been highly influential in how successive generations of marine biologists have understood
marine pelagic ecosystems.
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construct is interpreted uncritically in terms of
expected ecosystem behaviour.
For example, many ecologists (and I am one)
interpret the set of interactions amongst organisms, and with their environment, as comprising a system as defined by General Systems
Theory (von Bertalanffy, 1972), i.e.
“a set of elements standing in interrelation among themselves and with
their environment.”

Figure 4: The relation of the herring to the
plankton community. This drawing by Hardy
(1924) has inspired the idea of marine ecosystems as ‘food-webs’. The organisms in the bottom row are members of the phytoplankton;
above them are zooplankters.

What the diagram shows is a network of
interconnected boxes, each one representing a
kind of plant or animal plankton. Of course,
the sea is not full of boxes; instead it contains
a myriad of small animals, each seeking to eat,
or avoid being eaten, by each other. By examining the stomach contents of many herring,
and many larger plankters, Hardy was able to
observe the results of these feeding encounters:
his diagram aggregates his observations over
each type of organisms and so leads to a deduction of the main feeding pathways in the
sea. His diagram is one way to ‘see’ (with the
mind’s eye) a marine ecosystem. That is to
say, it is a ‘construct’, a way of imposing order
on observations. Problems can arise when the

Ecosystems are seen by GST as complex systems, that maintain their internal states distinct from conditions in their external environment through (i) taking in resources (e.g.
solar energy) from that environment and (ii)
internal feedback loops. Although ecosystems
are not organisms - for one thing, they seldom
have obvious peripheries - their definition in
system terms is similar to that of Life. Indeed,
it can be argued that Life on Earth began as
what we would now call a biogeochemical system with some autopoı̈etic ability, developed a
genetic basis, and later evolved distinct species
(Woese, 1998). Some genes may have subsequently become selfish, some species likewise,
but on this argument it is ecosystems and not
particular species that we need to preserve, in
particular because of their capacity for selfmaintainance (Moss, 2008).
From the systems perspective comes the
conceptualisation of ecosystems in terms of (a)
their structure or organisation and (b) their
vigour or function (Costanza and Mageau,
1999). In metaphor, and drawing on diagrams
like those in Figure 4, organization can be
imagined as the network of pipes and the vessels they connect, and vigour as what flows
through the pipes and fills the vessels. Resilience is held to be an ‘emergent’ property
of such an ecosystem, dependent on a balance
between organisation and vigour. Overwhelming the resilience of an ecosystem, by placing
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it under too much pressure from human activities such as fishing or polluting, may result in
a ‘regime shift’ and loss of what the ecosystem
formerly provided to humans.
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based on the need to preserve ecosystem structure and function in order to sustain the provision of ecosystem services, seemed to have
been added later.

Some ecologists don’t see ecosystems in this
way, but simply as a group of species with popEcosystem services
ulations that cohabit because each is adapted C
to a particular (resource) niche that is realised
Ecosystem Services are ‘exports’ from ecosysin a given geographic area: see Davis and Slotems to human economies that bring benebodkin (2004) and response by Winterhalder
fits to the people in these economies (Turner
et al. (2004).
and Schaafsma, 2014). If they are mateAnother topic of debate is the role of species rial things, the benefits are sometimes called
diversity in ecosystem functioning. Most biolo- ‘goods’. What motivates people to convert sergists have been taught to think of species as the vices into benefits is the desire to satisfy wellunits of life, and consequently hold that loss of being needs.
species will degrade ecosystem function. The
Take a simple case: ‘nature’ provides a stock
metaphor of an airplane with riveted wings is of fish such as herring. This is the ecosyssometimes invoked: loosing one rivet would tem service. Humans must catch, land, proprobably have no effect, but loose some crit- cess, distribute and cook these fish before they
ical number and the wings fall off. By anal- finally become a benefit to human society ogy, loss of a critical (but unknown) number i.e. before they can be eaten to satisfy hunger
of species is supposed to lead to ecosystem col- and thus supply a well-being need. The catchlapse and loss of services. A contrasting view is ing, etc, requires human action - usually called
that ‘functional diversity’ is key: an ecosystem ‘labour’ - plus the deployment of capital asneeds functionally different types of organisms, sets, such as ships, docks, processing plants
to carry out - to take two examples - photo- and kitchens, and the input of energy to fuel
synthesis and aerating soft sediments on the the ships and fry the fish.
sea-bed. In many ecosystems, multiple species
By analogy with human (physical, financial
carry out the vital functions; this is useful (in or intellectual) capital, nature can also be seen
providing replacements if the dominant func- as a set of capitals - such as the stocks of hertional species is eliminated) but not necessary. ring - built up by, and involved in, natural proThis debate is explored further in Tett et al. cesses. The modern idea of ecosystem services
(2013).
derives from Costanza et al. (1997), who estiThe point is, then, that ecologists dis- mated a cash value for the world’s ecosystems.
agree about the characteristics of ecosystems These authors wanted to increase the weight
and the role of species within them: matters given to the natural capitals and services in
that a non-specialist might think were well- human policy decisions, driven as these were
established truths about nature. It is interest- by the aim of economic growth.
There were objections to this commodificaing that what led to the creation of the CBD
were what might be called ethical concerns tion of nature, but it has proven useful when
about rates of species extinction and about ecologists seek to communicate with governthe ‘theft’ of genetic material from ecosystems ments about the importance of ecosystems.
in developing nations: utilitarian arguments, Thus, a few years after the paper by Costanza
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et al., the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(MEA, 2005) used the idea of ecosystem services as a framework for evaluating the state of
the planet. This introduced four categories of
service: supporting, regulating, provisioning,
and cultural. Turner and Schaafsma (2014) incorporated these into a scheme (figure 5) that
distinguished ‘intermediate services’ and ‘final
services’ from the structure and functioning of
the ecosystem from which they were exported.
Some intermediate services of particular interest to aquaculture are those of ‘primary production’ - providing food for cultivated shellfish, for example - and ‘waste breakdown and
detoxification’. The latter contributes to the final service of ‘clean water and sediments’. The
benefit of ‘assimilative capacity’ quantifies how
much waste can be absorbed by an ecosystem
(Tett et al., 2011a) without damaging other
benefits to human society.
The category of ‘cultural services’, established by the MEA, allows aspects of ecosystems that do not result in a material good or
benefit, to be valued during economic assessment. Such services contribute to human well
being through benefits such as those of an attractive seascape, or the sight of charismatic
animals. To be clear: the ecosystem service
is the biophysical condition; the benefit is the
informed perception of that condition.
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Marine Ecosystems
processes
(function/vigour)
including: production
flow through food webs
biogeochemical cyces

components
(structure/organisation)
including
species and habitats
food web

Intermediate Services
Supporting
including:
nutrient cycling
formation of habitats

Regulating
including:
waste breakdown
carbon sequestration

Final Ecosystem Services
Provisioning:
coastal & marine biota
Cultural:
biodiversity, seascapes

Regulating
including:
climate regulation
clean water & sediments

Financial, physical
& intellectual Capital
Goods/Benefits

Cultural:
ecotourism
education & research
cultural signifiers

Regulating
including:
buffering
climate change;
waste removal

Satisfaction of human
well-being needs

Figure 5: Ecosystem services classification:

modified from figure 2.6 in Turner and SchaafEA07 states that “the ecosystem approach
sma (2014), showing how services flow through
should be undertaken at the appropriate spathe system and are transformed into benefits.
tial and temporal scales”. SCBD (2004, pp.2021) explains that
• “ecosystems are made up of biotic and
abiotic components and processes, which
function at a range of spatial an temporal
scales, within a nested hierarchy”
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• “the dynamics of human social and ecoWhile neutrally buoyant objects such as ornomic systems also vary across scales of anges float, fish faeces and waste food sink
space, time and quality”
rapidly. Thus, in waters without tides or residual currents, the zone A scale corresponds to
• “management processes and institutions the footprint of the cage on the sea bed - i.e.
should be designed to match the scales of the area impacted by sinking waste - and the
the aspects of the ecosystem being man- volume of water above this footprint, perhaps
aged”
a little extended by eddy diffusion. Under
these hydrodynamic conditions the scale’s dimensions are unlikely to exceed a kilometre.
Now let’s add a persistent current, which
will transport the imaginary oranges in a
zone A+
downstream plume, broadening as it moves
away from the farm. If the main flows are
tidal, the oranges will move in an ellipse, returning after one complete tide to somewhere
near their starting point, so that in this case,
zone B
zone A for dissolved waste may be several kilometres long: it is what is called ‘zone A+’ in
zone A
Figure 6. The (slightly over) 12 hours of a
tidal cycle in NW European waters sets the
upper limit to the zone A timescale. In the
case of non-tidal waters, such as those in the
Figure 6: Scales relevant to fish-farming on Mediterranean, we keep the half-day timescale
the west coast of Scotland, from Tett et al. and define the spatial limits of zone A as those
(2015). Zone A+ includes a tidal excursion reached by the oranges during this time.
about a farm site.
The most obvious zone A effect is typically that on the sea-bed beneath the farm,
The scales on which aquaculture can effect where the accumulation of organic waste may
ecosystems depend on the dispersion charac- harm sea-grass beds (Apostolaki et al., 2007)
teristics of the water at and near the farm or communities of benthic animals (Nickell
Tett fig 4
site, whether the vehicle for the effect floats or et al., 2003). It may be possible to detect insinks, and the rate of the ecosystem processes creased concentrations of fish-produced ammoinvolved in the effect. The UK Comprehen- nia within zone A, but not increased amounts
sive Studies Task Team (CSTT, 1997) defined of phytoplankton, because several days must
3 scales around a discharge of urban waste wa- elapse before the nutrients have been assimiter, and the idea was adapted by Tett et al. lated and used by micro-algae (Navarro et al.,
(2008) to aquaculture. Let’s imaging that a 2008; Pitta et al., 2009).
zone C

zone B

fish farmer has tipped a basket of oranges into
the sea. They drift away, and their distribution after a few hours defines the zone A scale,
after a few days the zone B scale, and after a
few weeks the zone C scale (Figure 6).

Zone B is defined as the area in which water and passive contaminants of its movements
remain for several days, and it is over such
times and on the corresponding spatial scale
that farm-stimulated algal blooms could ap-

EAA-MSP
pear; however, their magnitude will depend on
the rate at which the zone B water is diluted
by exchange with the enclosing zone C, and the
‘background’ amounts of phytoplankton in this
zone. Numerical models that compute the consequences of fish farming (Gillibrand and Turrell, 1998; Tett et al., 2011a) typically take the
zone C boundary conditions as a given; however, conditions in zone C could be affected
by aggregate discharges from fish farms in a
number of zones B, or by depletion of phytoplankton by farms of filter-feeding shellfish in
many zones B.
Referring to the MSP components in Table 4, aquacultural zoning might be a matter
of identifying parts of a zone C in which finfish or shell-fish farming could take place or
of deciding what is the capacity of a particular zone B (in my example, a small fjord) for
assimilating farm waste or providing adequate
planktonic food. Site selection involves deciding where to place a zone A so that a farm will
not adversely effect a protected sea-bed feature
as well as considering whether there are other
farms within the zone B that might already be
taking the water body close to its waste assimilative capacity.
Finally, farmed fish suffer diseases, which
need treatment. However, water movements
can transport viruses, bacteria or parasites
from an untreated farm and re-infect an
already treated farm.
Depending on the
longevity of the pathogens or parasites, it
might be desirable to identify a zone B, or a
part of zone C, as a disease management area,
to ensure that all fish within the area are
treated at the same time (Adams et al., 2016).
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